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DPO Advisory Council Meeting
Meeting Date:

October 24, 2018

Time:

1:30 – 3:30pm

Location:

ODF
2600 State Street – Tillamook Conference Room
Salem, OR 97301

Attendees:

Sharon Domaschofsky (OSP), Zaida Zuniga (ODF), Karen Johnson (DOJ), Jonathan Rivin
(DEQ), Teresa Moritz (OPRD), Robert Jones (PERS), Stephanie Vorderlandwehr (OMB),
Jose Perfecto (OSL), Archana Thapa-Sherpa (DOJ), Phillip Andrews (SOS), Melissa Esser
(ODA), Jay Jackson (DAS), Dave McKay (ODOE), Sandra Flickinger (OHCS), Kristy Smith
(Marine Board), Sean McCormick (OMD), Nick Hill (DOR), Julie Hall (OST), Jean Straight
(DSL), Connie Lelack (ODOT), Debbie Dennis (DAS), Kelly Mix (DAS), Dennis Ruth, (OMD),
Mandee Wilding, (OED), Rich Palmer (PUC), Melissa Canfield (ODOT)

By Phone:

Gail Stevens (OCB), Kirk Rhoades (DHS), Lil Gray (OED), Josh Hardage (DOR)

Guests:

Michelle Johnson (DSL), Jonathan Rivin (DEQ), Jill Woods (DAS CHRO), Gail Carter (DAS),
Amy Velez (DAS), John Koljeski (DAS)

ITEM

DISCUSSION

Welcome/Announcements– Connie LeLack
−

Introductions were made.

−

September minutes approved.

−

Announcement:
o

November/December DPO meetings moved to December 5, 2018 at ODF,

o

November 28th and December 26th meetings cancelled,

o

Toni Payseno has been nominated for Vice Chair, Jean Straight moves, Kelly Mix
seconds movement,

o

Bio of Toni given.

Agency Introduction – Jean Straight (DSL)
Jean introduced herself and gave a history and overview of the Department of State Land (DSL).
Jean stated that the DSL was created at statehood, and that Oregon was given 3.4 million acres to
manage when the state was created. DSL owns their building. Oregon as a state has a three
person board that includes, the Governor, the Secretary of State and the State Treasurer.
The goal of the department is to earn funds for the Common School Fund. Semiannually,
DSL distributes funds to all Oregon schools. In the agency, there are 13 people, this
includes one procurement person. The agency has a $60 million budget, and they receive some
federal funds as well.
Q: Is there anyone else in your building?
A: Yes, there are multiple tenants
Oregon Interagency Sustainable Procurement Group – Jonathan Rivin (DEQ)
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Handouts

Jonathan gave an update on the Interagency Sustainable Procurement Group. In September 2018
Jonathan had spoken to the DPO Council about laws in sustainable procurement, since then he has
created this group and it now has a number of participants. He has observed that there is interest in
the group so he plans on continuing it.
Jonathan distributed a Building Equipment Sustainable Spec Team (BESST) Work Plan for the
groups review. Executive Order 17-20 mandated that energy and water efficiency standards for
procurement requirements must be developed by June 2019. Group has created an ambitious
work plan, so they have scheduled out to July, 2019.
Q: How is this going to be implemented?
A: The idea is to get the criteria into solicitations, and we would like to involve training at
some point. He brought it to the DPO because building equipment will affect many
people in procurement in some way or another.
Q: Lil Gray – “Building Equipment” has two different meanings 1) Drivers/tractors/etc. 2)
things that go into the building.
A: Typically we refer to what goes into the building. Group is still discussing what “Building
Equipment” really means.
Q: If it is on the list (handout 2) then what?
A: The list is all considered building equipment – what Jonathan is doing is creating some
type of guidance to use to purchase these items. Recommendations of different sustainable
options for each type of equipment or item.

New PCS MQ’s (7 month check-in) – Jill Woods (DAS CHRO)
There have been 25 recruitments that have resulted in hires since the minimum qualifications were
modified 7 months ago.
Jill is looking for feedback:
• Melissa Canfield: Finding it difficult to find procurement people that have the required
experience. With the new minimum qualifications (MQ's) they are getting people that are
right out of college, which is positive because they will be able to train them. They are also
finding the people with some experience just not as much as they need. She thinks we have
to realize that we are going to have to invest in these applicants and “teach them up”.
Melissa believes the MQ’s are good because the applicant pool has grown and gives a
broader variety of people.
• Sharon Domaschofsky: the MQ’s worked well when hiring for PCS 1 and PSC 2
positions, but now having to recruit for the 4th time for a PCS 3 position. They are now
willing to under fill for this PCS 3.
−

Jill stated that if changes need to be made to the MQ’s that are currently being piloted, that can
be done. But there will be challenges to recruiting no matter what changes are made to MQ’s.
• Melissa Canfield: Like the idea of having the MQ’s lower and having the ability to weed out
the candidates that are not ideal.
Wonders if there is a way to pull a report to show the differences in candidates from the pilot
period and from before the MQ’s were changed?
A: Reports will be pulled and reviews will be done once MQ’s are accepted.
• Kelly Mix: I think we should come back within a year to find out if are able to hire some
people that are trainable or if they are people that come in and then leave (or don’t make
it past trial services). That way we would have a richer pool of data.
• Debbie Dennis: Is there anyone that is concerned by the pilot MQ’s?
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No answer – moving forward with finalizing MQ’s.
−

When we’re data tracking, NeoGov sometimes doesn’t capture all of the data required because
there are multiple programs to use. The hope is that Workday will help with this issue. As the
hiring managers, maybe you guys can help with making sure this information is fully input into
NeoGov.

Process Sharing (ORS 279A.159) – Lillie Gray (ODE)
handout

Lil is looking for information from other agencies to find out what they are doing as far as the
certification requirements. How are they advertising this in their hiring recruitments? Do you give
the new employee a timeline to get their certification?
• Debbie Dennis: Clarification - 279A.159 does not require certification. The law requires to
take a class and to pass a knowledge exam based off of knowledge gained from the class.
Certification will satisfy the requirements of this law but are not required.
• One DPO offered that during six month trial period, the employee is required to gain
certification by the time they are permanent. We are making certification a requirement. We
want a professional procurement staff, with different knowledge levels because of the
importance of their work.
• Another DPO offered that they will require new hires to get the training within six month
• Sharon Domaschofsky: are we talking about the class or the certification?
A: Certification
• Sharon Domaschofsky: Certification requires one year of Oregon procurement experience so
giving six months to someone who works in federal procurements wouldn’t qualify for the
certification.
John Koljesky: There is a waiver of the one year of experience approved by State CPO.
• Melissa: It’s not a requirement to have the cert/training requirements in the position
description – why are you wanting to make it a requirement in the position description?Lil:
We want to push our people to get the training and to come with the training – for those who
are running a program they don’t believe it’s contractual. Also, because we do grants and
grants are contracts. We want to make sure people know that it is a requirement.
• SOS has a policy on training – if you’re hired before a certain date then you have to have
training done before another specific date. If you’re hired after that date then you have a year
to obtain required training.
• OST: If they don’t take the training by the deadline then they’re getting shut off. Playing
hardball.
• DAS PS – Not in MQ’s, we list it as a preference, not in our position descriptions. In DAS PS
a new employee works with an authorized lead team member with a outlined required training
plan.
• Jill Woods – If you’re not required to have the training, then you would probably not want to
put it in your postings because you might want to keep the door open wider. I encourage
people to keep the window wider so you can weed people out once you have the applicants.
Good idea to keep it as a preference.
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DAS Price Agreements – Kelly Mix (DAS)
Handout (PowerPoint)

Kelly described Price Agreements in attached PowerPoint. Outlined some of the spend data from
the Statewide Price Agreements, some of the PA’s that are expiring soon. Discussed the
redesigning of the PA determination process.
Q: What is the plan with NeoGov in relation to Workday? (DPO is referencing the NeoGov
Price Agreement and what we will be doing when said price agreement expires and if at that
time WorkDay is not rolled out).
A: We will continue to extend NeoGov until it can be fully replaced by Workday.
Q: Is six months enough time to get opportunities to the DPOs to decide one way or another?
A: For new opportunities it will be longer, but renewals I believe that is enough time.
Q: Why was this not practice before?
A: There was always an attempt to do this. Level of engagement through BuyerLinks has
become over loaded emails. So I don’t think this is a new interest I think now it’s just a new
way of communicating.
Q: Same for IT?
A: It is different but similar, IT will be going through BaseCamp. A team of seven people (½
OSCIO and ½ Procurement).
Comment: Translation PA – Found small company out of Portland, we now have a great
business relationship with them so far. I think if agencies have the ability to give input and
feedback, we could have great success with finding new vendors and opportunities that can assist
agencies.

Misc. Updates – Debbie Dennis (DAS)
−

COBID EO – Reporting: Pulled some supplier participation reports from ORPIN by agency.
Within the next week, your agency liaison will get an email that will have an intro paragraph
from Sophorn, a spreadsheet with all agencies supplier activity, one page definition/expectation
sheet, and an adobe form that your liaison is to fill out. Intended to be able to find out if our
report is showing what we want to see.
Q: Can we get heads up when a report is going to be pulled to make sure our data is in ORPIN?
A: We will give a grace period before a report is getting pulled, we just don’t have guidance on
that yet.

−

Right now is "crazy season", with budget and elections –
• Governor’s policy paper highlights IT and Procurement, gives procurement high
expectations.
• Her plan is to have ORPIN replaced by an end to end procurement system (OregonBuys).
• New ways of procurement (pilot projects)

If you haven’t seen it, email Debbie Dennis or google “Action Plan for Oregon”
Reverse Vendor Auction update – Amy Velez (DAS)
Handout

−

This pilot 279B 150K and higher

−

10 reverse auctions in 2019 (DAS will be responsible for eight, ODOT responsible for
one, and DHS/OHA responsible for one).

−

Vendor (EasiBuy)
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•
•
•

Provides market research, online portal, and training for both procurement staff and
competing suppliers;
Currently looking at our Price Agreements to see if there are any good fits for reverse
auction;
Looking at new solicitation request that come into DAS PS.

Q: What are the advantages of a reverse auction?
A: Cost savings – something the vendor offers is the market research, hopefully bringing in more
vendors to compete for these contracts.
Q: Vendor is bringing in more participants?
A: Yes, with the market research and determining the solicitations are good candidates for
reverse auction.
Q: How are people told that the auction is taking place?
A: It is built into the solicitation document. All training is on EasiBuy for suppliers to get
them set up in the system and get them ready for the auction.
Q: With this save time?
A: We are hoping for more non-monetary benefits; maybe including time savings, or more
competition.
Q: Will your analysis see how this effects COBIDs?
A: Yes
30% Weighting Pilot update – Gail Carter (DAS)
Launched a webpage that will include:
• Information for both pilots
• Statutes & rules, resources
• Director waiver form
• FAQ doc
• Way to report – web based form
Forum is schedule for November 14th 2-4 (sign-up on iLearn 2 training points provided)
Q: Who is responsible for completing the reporting?
A: Buyer that is doing the procurement will be doing the reporting (ex: if OHA has a need that
DAS is assisting with, DAS PCS/SPA will be doing the reporting).
Roundtable:
Dennis Ruth: Last meeting – retiring, Next Friday is last day in the office.
Zaida Zuniga: End of fire season – $104M on fires; OregonBuys is still going.
Philip Andrews SOS: Starting OregonBuys early 2019.
John Koljesky:
• 12/31 training requirements are due.
• Contract Admin. over 2,000 people done/enrolled to date.
• Procurement authority 730 people completed or are enrolled in Principals of
Public Procurement or Fundamentals of Public Procurement.
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Next Meeting:
Date:
December 5, 2018
Time:
1:30 - 3:30 pm
Location: ODF – 2600 State Street (Tillamook Conference Room)

Power strips
Appliances

Air Purifiers and Cleaners

Security alarm systems

Clothes dryer, (res/com)

Sensor networks, wireless

Clothes Washers (res/com))

Set-Top and Cable Boxes

Coffee brewers, comm

Small Network Equipment

Dehumidifiers

Televisions

Dishwashers (Resid)

Uninterruptible Power Supplies

Freezers (Residential)
Biomedical/lab

Cleaning/Maintenance

Electronics/IT

Food Service (comm)

Dishwashers (Commercial)

Refrigerators (Residential)

Fryers (Commercial)

Dialysis equip

Griddles (Commercial)

Differential cell counters

Hot Food Holding Cabinets

Freezer

Ice Machines, Air-Cooled

Medical devices

Ice Machines, Water-Cooled

Refrigerator

Ovens (Commercial: convection, combination, rack)

Very low temp refrigeration

Pre-rinse spray valves

Carpet/rug cleaning equip

Refrigerated Beverage Vending Machines

Powered floor cleaning machines

Refrigeration cabinet, comm

Vacuums (res/com)

Refrigerators and Freezers (Commercial)

Audio/Video Equipment

Steam Cookers

Battery chargers

HVACR

Air conditioner, commercial

Computers: Desktop, Integrated, Notebook, Tablet

Air conditioner, mini-split (com)

Computers: Workstation and Thin Client

Air conditioner, residential

Computers: Small-Scale Server

Boilers (Commercial)

Data Center Storage

Boilers (Residential)

Digital picture frame

Ceiling Fans (Residential)

Digital signage

Central Air Conditioners (Residential)

Displays and Monitors

Central Air, High Performance RTU

DVD/Bluray players

Chiller compressor, var spd, magnetic levitation

Enterprise Servers

Chiller, variable speed screw

Game Consoles

Control system, chiller plants

Imaging Equipment

Cooler, indirect evaporative

Large network equipment

Electric Chillers, Air-Cooled (Commercial)

Mailing machines

Electric Chillers, Water-Cooled (Commercial)

Phones (all types)

Gas Furnaces (Residential)
Heat Pumps, air source
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Heat Pumps, Geothermal (Residential)

Linear LED lighting retrofits

Heat Pumps, water source

Retrofit kits

Heat Pumps, packaged terminal

T8 replacement lamps (CFL/LED)

Industrial process air conditioning

Wireless advanced lighting controls

Industrial process refrigeration

Plumbing

Pool pumps

Non mechanical heat transfer systems

Showerheads

Radiant heater/gas fired

Toilets

Roof top heating systems
Solar Thermal Collector, Honeycomb

Urinals
Vehicles/vehicle products

Thermostats smart/wireless
Ventilation Fans (Residential)

Lighting

Faucets, res

Light Commercial Heating and Cooling Equipment

Electrical charging stations
Forklift battery charger

Other

Elevator/Lift

Water Heaters, Electric Storage/HP (Residential)

Fire protection/explosion protection

Water Heaters, Gas Storage (Commercial)

Generators

Water Heaters, Gas Storage (Residential)

Hand dryers

Water Heater, Solar (Residential)

Motors, electric

Water Heater, tankless Gas (com)

Transformers

Water Heater, tankless Gas (RES)

Vending machines

Water Heater, tankless Electric

Water coolers

Decorative light string

Welder

Downlights
Exit signs
Exterior lighting
Fluorescent ballasts
Fluorescent Lamps, General Service
Fluorescent Luminaires, Ceiling-Mounted
Fluorescent Luminaires, Suspended
Industrial luminaires
LED downlight lamps for CFL fixtures
LED fixtures w/integrated controls
LED luminaires (com/ind)
Light Bulbs (CFL/LED)
Light Fixtures (Residential)
Light Fixtures, Luminaires (Commercial)
Lighting controls
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BESST Work Plan and Milestones
September 2018
The objectives for the Building Equipment Sustainable Spec Team (BESST) are to develop guidance and DAS rules
for procuring sustainable products and services related to building equipment. Executive Order 17‐20 has
mandated that energy and water efficiency standards for procurement requirements be developed by June 2019.
This has provided an opportunity to also incorporate additional sustainability specifications for building
equipment.
March 2018
 Subgroup created
 Activities defined
o Develop work plan
o Develop milestones
o EO‐20 equipment interpretation
o Compile existing energy/water efficiencies specs
April




Review work plan/milestones with Kelly Mix
Discuss equipment categories
Develop stakeholder group list






Discussion with Jeremy (DAS Facilities Manager)
Review DAS building list
Initial compilation of certifications/equipment categories for products
Present initial workplan to DPO Advisory Council

May

June




Update workplan
Present workplan to BEEWG: feedback and harmonization
Continue working on equipment/certification list

July


Discussion with Colin Podelnyk (Energy Trust)

August


Discussion with Tim Hendrix (State Printing Facility)

September




October

Updated compilation of product certifications/sustainable business practices
Update to ISCN
Christian Peters (OFM)
Discuss other speakers




Updated list
Present workplan/etc to DPO Advisory Council

November


Present draft metrics and final compilation of product certifications/sustainable business practices to
BEEWG

January 2019




Brief DAS Executive Team on project and policy development
Present final workplan/etc to stakeholders
Draft product guidance for procurement

February



Draft procurement guidance/procurement metrics tracking presentation to DAS managers
Engage DAS trainers (Koljesky, K. Stevens‐Malnar), Phase I

March



DAS manager review
Presentation to BEEWG




Update procurement guidance/metrics
New draft DAS policy for implementing building equipment sustainable procurement practices





Policy review – round 1
Presentation to DPO Advisory Council
Discuss workshop, or outreach strategies for implementation





Policy review – round 2
Submit policy language for DAS procedural and communications review
Presentation to BEEWG





Present final draft policy to DAS Executive Team for approval
Implement building equipment sustainable procurement practices
Engage DAS trainers (DAS Training Team), Phase II

April

May

June

July

Note: BEEWG will be updated monthly whether or not indicated. Identified presentations to BEEWG are important
milestones.

ORS 279A.159 Certification-Related Issues for DPO Advisory Council Consideration
Please send your comments regarding these topics to Dept of Education DPO Lill Gray at lillie.gray@state.or.us
and Jana Hart at jana.hart@state.or.us by Friday, October 12, 2018 and be prepared to discuss at the October
DPO Advisory Council Meeting.
1: Level 1 and 2 ORS 279A.159-related certification is mandatory as of 2019 0101. To operationalize the requirements,
ODE is in the process of updating position descriptions for its staff required to be certified. This will also trigger an
update to any associated recruitment announcements and the interview and hiring criteria, as well.
ODE Human Resources is in discussion with a position consultant at DAS CHRO who may provide insight as to the
language DAS will use for DAS PSO position descriptions. We’d like to open a discussion with DPO Council members
about how agencies will address the certification requirements in their position descriptions, and specifically in these
instances:
a. When certification is required to be eligible (performance of certification-based duties is an expectation immediately
upon hire); and
b. When certification is required to be eligible within a given timeframe (performance of certification-based duties may be
delayed until the employee meets the certification requirement as a condition of continued employment); and
c. When certification is a preference rather than an eligibility requirement (performance of certification-based duties and
certification are not conditions of employment or continued employment, but may include related duties for which the
training, knowledge, experience, and skill set evidenced by the certification is a hiring preference for the position).

279A.159 Education and training or experience requirements for persons that conduct procurements or
administer contracts for state contracting agencies; deadlines; rules. (1) A person that conducts a
procurement or administers a public contract for a state contracting agency shall complete a course of education
and training or have professional experience that, at a minimum and in accordance with standards established
under subsection (2) of this section, adequately prepares the person to:
(a) Develop specifications and develop or adapt solicitation documents for a procurement;
(b) Read critically, understand, interpret and apply terms and conditions set forth in public contracts of the
scope and nature that the person administers or will administer;
(c) Draft scopes of work, statements of work, contract amendments, change orders, insurance requirements,
notices and other documents and communications that are necessary to conduct a procurement or administer a
public contract of the scope and nature for which the person is or will be responsible;
(d) Monitor a contractor’s performance under a public contract to ensure that the contractor performs
services, provides goods or supplies materials according to the schedule, pricing, specifications and terms and
conditions set forth in the public contract;
(e) Manage relations between a state contracting agency and contractors so that contractors meet obligations
to the state contracting agency and the state contracting agency meets obligations to contractors;
(f) Recognize and investigate emerging disputes or other risks, unique requirements, unusual situations or
other issues that arise in connection with a procurement and formulate appropriate responses and resolutions,
seeking advice from legal counsel, risk management personnel or other persons when necessary;
(g) Understand auditing requirements and procedures that apply to procurements of the scope and nature for
which the person is or will be responsible and organize and maintain appropriate documentation and
administrative practices that meet the auditing requirements; and
(h) Follow regular business and office procedures, implement applicable state contracting agency policies
and procedures and otherwise conduct procurements or administer public contracts for a state contracting
agency in accordance with best practices.
(2)(a) The Oregon Department of Administrative Services by rule shall establish standards for the education
and training or experience a person must have to conduct a procurement or administer a public contract for a
state contracting agency other than the Secretary of State or State Treasurer and may specify requirements in
addition to the requirements set forth in subsection (1) of this section. The standards must describe the contents
and quality of a curriculum for an appropriate education or training program, fix a passing score for an
examination or assessment, if appropriate, specify requirements for obtaining a certificate or other evidence of
having completed the education or training program and otherwise determine the skills and the level and depth
of knowledge a person must have obtained from the education or training program. The standards must also
describe the length of service or other evidence of adequate experience that a person must have in order to
conduct a procurement or administer a public contract for a state contracting agency.
(b) The department may establish levels or classifications of education and training or experience that are
necessary for a person to conduct a procurement or administer a public contract for a state contracting agency,
according to:
(A) The complexity, scope or category of procurements a state contracting agency conducts;
(B) The degree of responsibility a person will have for conducting a procurement or administering a public
contract; or
(C) Other appropriate criteria.
(c) The department may provide an education or training program that meets the standards the department
establishes under this subsection or may approve an education or training program that meets the standards.
(d) The department by rule shall set a date, not later than December 31, 2017, by which an education or
training program must meet the standards the department establishes under this subsection and a date, not later
than December 31, 2018, after which all persons that conduct procurements or administer public contracts for
state contracting agencies must meet the requirements specified in this section. In setting dates under this
paragraph, the department shall take into account the fiscal impact of the standards and requirements on state
contracting agencies and may phase in or specify incremental steps for meeting the standards and requirements.

Price Agreements
Kelly Mix, Deputy State CPO
Presentation to:
Oregon DPO Counsel - Oct. 2018

Price Agreement Fast Facts
• DAS Administers 381 Statewide Price Ag reements .

This includes participation in NASPO-ValuePoint
cooperative procurements, and administering Oregon’s
participation in MMCAP agreements for
pharmaceuticals and related supplies / services.
• In the next 6 months 40 current price agreements will
expire and are being evaluated for renewal or a new
solicitation.

Total 2017 Price Agreement Spend
Class

ORCPP
State
Agency

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Grand Total

$

37.6 M

$ 45.2 M

$

43.4 M

$

41.3 M

$

167.6 M

$

51.0 M

$ 74.4 M

$

51.4 M

$

47.4 M

$

224.2 M

Unclassified $

7.5 M

$

8.6 M

$

8.3 M $

8.3 M

$

32.7 M

$ 128.2 M

$

Total

$

96.1 M

103.1 M

$

97.1 M

$

424.5 M

Price Agreements: On The Horizon
NASPO-ValuePoint:

• Wireless
• Copiers and Managed Print
• IT Managed Service Provider ( HOURLY only) - replacing Covendis
hourly services
• Cloud Services (8 Intent to Awards out- working on single Master
Agreement)
• Broadband Services- (evaluating proposals now)
• Breast Pumps
• Data Breach – Credit Monitoring Services
• Fire Apparatus (Trucks)

Price Agreements: On The Horizon
NASPO Solicitations We Intend To Participate In (Cont.):

• IT Research and Advisory Services- negotiating ( Goal of
Nov 1)*
• IT Service Management –posted*
• Wireless Management Services– drafting*
• Business Intelligence Software- early stages – release Q1 of
2019*
• Public Records Request System*
• Rental Cars (Re-solicitation)

(*Solicitation conducted by PS as part of the DAS-PS/ OSCIO BaseCamp vendor management program)

Price Agreements: On The Horizon
Statewide – Oregon Specific
• Office Chairs
• Organizational Improvement Services
• Kitchen Equipment
• Bulk Fuel
• ADA Busses
• Road Marking – Thermoplastic markings, Glass beads, and Paints
• Vehicle oils, fluids, and lubricants
• Language Services (Translation, Interpretation, ASL)

Redesigning the Determination Process
• In 2019 PS will be launching a revised Price Agreement Determination
Process – Goals:
• Increased DPO involvement in determining which opportunities should be PA’s
• Increased ORCPP involvement – meeting local government needs too…
• Enhanced market research
• More focus on considering sustainability

Questions?

How reverse auctions fit into our
existing solicitation process

(applies to RFPs and ITBs)
Initiate and
follow existing
solicitation
process
(solicitation
language added
or changed
accordingly)

Offers
submitted &
received
without cost
information

Evaluate offers
to determine
which ones
move forward
to reverse
auction round

Hold the
reverse
auction live
event

Auction
results are
considered as
part of existing
solicitation
evaluation
process

Award
contract

